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Let’s Talk
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POWERFUL RISK INSIGHTS
PROVEN DELIVERY





APAC Assistance is a professional services company 
specializing in bespoke risk management support 
to multinational companies with diverse geographical footprints.








ABOUT US



















Why




Manage
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Operational risks are inevitable for businesses with vast geographical footprints. Recognizing and understanding what the operational risks are, evaluating which risks should be prioritized, and implementing strategies to mitigate these risks are crucial to achieve success and sustainability. With APAC Assistance’s expertise, we help you navigate the operational risks confidently.
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What Makes APAC Assistance Different?






Risk management solutions tailored to you









Today’s fast-paced business environment demands risk management process that is always alert and efficient. With APAC Assistance, access is tailored to your needs, when you need it, and only as long as you need it. 












Freedom to achieve business outcomes 









By helping to minimize the impact of disruptions on business operations, we enable businesses to pursue their optimal strategies on operational continuity. With APAC Assistance, your business thrives while safeguarding the assets and people you engage with.







Global experience with
local expertise









APAC Assistance offers a global network of risk management experts along with local knowledge and 
on-the-ground expertise. At APAC Assistance, we navigate complex risks in diverse environments, giving you peace of mind no matter where you operate.























Area Coverage






APAC Assistance coverage spans across the Asia-Pacific, Europe, Middle East, 
and Africa regions. Leveraging this extensive network, we have the capability to categorize and organize the information provided to clients into specific sub-regions, tailored to match their geographical footprint, ensuring a more targeted and relevant risk management approach. 














Our services




We are committed to empowering businesses with the tools and insights needed to thrive in an ever-evolving global landscape. 
Understand how APAC Assistance can help ensure your business continuity and resilience with our range of services.








Core Services
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LEARN MORE
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Subscription
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Other Services
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Consulting




LEARN MORE
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Training




LEARN MORE
























Client Profile






APAC Assistance’s typical clients are companies and organizations with a broad operational footprint but a lean risk management team.
These companies and organizations need for specialized assistance to identify, describe, and manage risks across their diverse geographical footprint. 
With APAC Assistance, clients can make informed and timely risk management decisions.












Our Clients
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Our Partners
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Head Office
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OCBC Centre
65 Chulia St #46-00
 Enter from the Eastern Lobby
Singapore 049513
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+65 6670 6855 
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+65 6670 6701 











Connect with Us
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